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Founded in 1996, INTRASOFT International is a leading European
company with a broad portfolio of activities largely related
to information and communication technologies (ICT). It is
represented by four main operational branches in Belgium, Greece,
Luxembourg and Romania, and has long-standing contracts in
Germany, Spain, the United Kingdom, most other EU countries
and Asia. INTRASOFT’s portfolio boasts the provision of services
to a wide range of European and international public and private
organisations, including various Directorates-General of the
European Commission.
These services encompass software application development,
outsourced and managed services, information and communication
services and SAP solutions, as well as research, innovation and
policy support services.
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Foreword

INTRASOFT International’s commitment to the provision of highquality services that meet the needs and priorities of its clients is
supported internally by dedicated departments such as process
improvement and quality assurance, and information technology
(IT) operations. A strong sales and marketing department also
ensures that INTRASOFT’s business strategy and activities stay
ahead of the competition. Since it was established some 15 years
ago, the company has achieved impressive organic growth.
Furthermore, INTRASOFT International’s strong commitment to
maintaining business excellence across the board is reflected in its
numerous certifications. The company has been certified for a broad
range of activities across all its geographic establishments according
to ISO 9001:2008 for Quality Management, ISO 20000:2005 for IT
Service Management, ISO 27001:2005 for Information Security
Management, ISO 14001:2004 for Environmental Management and
EN15038:2006 for Translation Services.
In addition, INTRASOFT International has also been appraised
against Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) Level 2 for
Software Development.
This publication offers a retrospective of activities undertaken in
the calendar year 2010, as well as an overview of the achievements
expected in 2011 and beyond. It may also inspire readers to seek out
INTRASOFT International’s gamut of services to fulfil their own
business needs.
Further information is available from the INTRASOFT website
(www.intrasoft-intl.com). INTRASOFT International is a subsidiary
of INTRACOM S.A. Information Technology Services.

INTRASOFT International S.A., 2010 winner of a Ruban d’Honneur
in the ‘Customer Focus’ category at the European Business Awards.
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FINANCIAL
Highlights
Growth in
Consolidated Revenue

8.5%
Growth in Consolidated
Operating Profit

9.8%
Growth in Consolidated
Profit after Tax

8.8%
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Overview
of Activity
IN EUROPE
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Office LOCATIONS
Athens
Bucharest
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

Brussels
Luxembourg

Activity
Alicante

Malta

Apeldoom

Moscow

Belgrade

Nicosia

Bern

Oslo

Budapest

Podgorica

Dublin

Riga

Hague

Skopje

Helsinki

Sofia

Kishiev

Tirana

Lisboa
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Ljubljana
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London
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Overview
of Activity
IN THE WORLD

Activity
ANKARA
ASEAN
CAIRO
CHINA
KOREA
NEW YORK
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CEO MessagE

It will come as no surprise to you that 2010 was a gruelling year
for businesses around the world. Economic growth in Europe was
shaky, with the enduring financial crisis upsetting macroeconomic
indicators. Political turbulence and rigorous competition also
set the stage for a fiscal year marked with significant challenges.
Nevertheless, we at INTRASOFT International are especially
pleased with the progress we have made in converting these
challenges into opportunities.
2010 was another successful year regarding our financial
achievements. Revenue-wise, we almost reached the EUR 90 million
mark; a record high since the inauguration of the company and a
notable 8.5% growth year-on-year against the EUR 82.8 million of
2009. At the same time, our EBIT (earnings before interest and tax)
was extended to EUR 6.2 million; an increase of 9.8 % from EUR 5.7
million in 2009. While our expectations may have been higher,
the figures come as a result of the prevailing price competition
in our market. Even so, at year end our booking volume stood at
an impressive EUR 203 million. Our human resources capacity
exceeded 750 colleagues executing over 100 projects in more than
20 countries in Europe and the rest of the world.
As it has done throughout its 15 year history, INTRASOFT
International continued to deliver high-quality products and
services around the world during 2010. New clients added to our
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portfolio this year include the European Chemicals Agency, the
EU’s Council of Ministers, the Directorate-General for Transport
and Energy (DG TREN), as well as five EU Agencies (IMI, Artemis,
Clean Sky, Eniac, FCH). Meanwhile, we continued to provide
diverse information technology (IT) services to many DirectoratesGeneral and Agencies of the European Commission under the
recently renewed DESIS II (development, studies and support of
information systems) contract, the European Commission’s biggest
framework contract in the IT area.

Both awards place INTRASOFT International in an elite group.
Just 500 companies worldwide have achieved the ISO 20000
certification whilst only 10 000 businesses globally are certified
according to ISO 27001.

In addition, we maintained our leadership in the customs business
market. Besides the numerous contracts in execution, new projects
were won not only in Europe (Serbia, Hungary, eATA study for
the Directorate-General for Taxation and Customs Union (DG
TAXUD)), but also in the Far East. In addition, our strategic
partnership with IBM was further strengthened with the pursuit of
business opportunities not only in Europe, but also on the other
side of the globe (New Zealand, Chile). Likewise, our SAP Business
Unit continues to secure and complete major SAP roll-out projects
within the Greek and EU Institutions market (Directorate-General
for Budget (DG BUDG)).

Our collective efforts and achievements of the past 15 years were
recognised by the European Business Awards, an independent
awards programme recognising and promoting excellence, best
practice and innovation in the European business community. Our
company was the only one representing Luxembourg and Greece
in the prestigious European Business Awards, where we were
awarded a Ruban d’Honneur for the category ‘Customer Focus’. The
prize acknowledges our customer-focused service approach and
places INTRASOFT International in an exclusive group of just 10
companies selected from 15 000 entrants across Europe.

In 2010, INTRASOFT International continued its focused
approach to research and development (R&D) projects. In
addition to ongoing R&D projects, new ones include the cutting
edge COCKPIT project, which is developing a new governance
model for the delivery of next-generation public services; and
the ENSEMBLE project, where INTRASOFT is the technological
partner in the area of Future Internet Enterprise Systems Research.
Within our company, innovation is one of the critical factors behind
our growth; it drives the transformation of knowledge and ideas
into marketable services and products. This year saw the launch
of an initiative to explore the booming mobile platform market
by creating iPad and iPhone applications targeted to the needs of
our customers. I am proud to say that with the European Research
News app we have managed to be the first company in our market
to come out with such an offering and following the overwhelming
response of our customers we have created a significant pipeline in
this important market segment.
Our unswerving commitment to maintaining quality and business
excellence across the board was further enforced with the award
of two additional ISO certifications from independent quality
organisations. In 2010, we obtained the ISO 27001 certification,
which recognises the strength of INTRASOFT International’s
information security management procedures, and the ISO 20000
certification, which reflects our focus on continually improving our
IT service management systems and enhancing the quality of the
products and services we supply to our clients.

The well-being of our colleagues and the environment (both local
and in the broader sense) remains a priority. Activities and initiatives
during 2010 ranged from environmental consciousness measures to
social events and charity donations around Europe.

Finally, I am confident that this Annual Report gives an informative
and comprehensive overview of our company’s activities and
successes in 2010. But the outstanding achievements at all levels
would not have been possible without the hard work and dedication
of the entire INTRASOFT International team. I would like to take
this opportunity to express my congratulations and sincere thanks
to all its colleagues for their achievements throughout the course
of the year.

Athanassios Kotsis

Chief Executive Officer
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Achievements,
Trends and
Forecasts
Operational
Highlights
In 2010, in the face of global economic instability, we enforced
the consolidation and sustainable development of INTRASOFT
International as a leading European company in the area of
information and communication technology (ICT) services.
Another year of growth was added to our 14-year history by
successfully delivering key projects, satisfying major customer’s
needs and winning new contracts. The following pages provide
an overview of INTRASOFT International’s major landmarks and
developments across all of its business lines and activities in 2010.

Happy customers
In 2010, INTRASOFT International succeeded in retaining and
having contracts re-tendered with:
■■

the European Commission’s Directorate-General for
Informatics (DG DIGIT) for Information Technology
Support Services (Lot 1 and 2) with a potential value of EUR
9.5 million over the next 4 years;

■■

the European Office of Publications Helpdesk with a
potential value of EUR 1.1 million over the next 4 years.

In addition, INTRASOFT International gained a number of new
contracts, including the following:
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■■

a new contract for diverse information technology (IT)
services to many Directorates-General and agencies of the
European Commission under the DESIS II (development,
studies and support of information systems) contract with
the European Commission’s DG DIGIT with a potential
estimated value of EUR 30 million over the next 4 years.
DESIS II is the European Commission’s biggest framework
contract in the IT area;

■■

a new contract with the European Chemicals Agency
(ECHA) with a potential value of EUR 5.8 million for the
next 2 years;
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In november 2010,
intrasoft international
received a prestigious
Ruban d’Honneur in the
‘customer focus’ category at the
awards ceremony of the european
business awards

A recognised leader
in customs business
■■

a new contract with the EU’s Council of Ministers with a
potential value of EUR 9 million for the next 4 years;

■■

new Information and Communication Services projects
(for DG INFSO (Information Society and Media), EFSA
(European Food Safety Authority), DG ENTR (Enterprise
and Industry), EEA (European Environment Agency), DG
MOVE/TREN) with an estimated potential value of EUR 6
million over the next 4 years concerning services ranging
from policy support and editorial to corporate branding
and layout;

■■

new contracts with five agencies of the Joint Technology
Initiatives (JTI): Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI),
Embedded Computing Systems (ARTEMIS), Aeronautics
and Air Transport (Clean Sky), Nanoelectronics
Technologies 2020 (ENIAC), and Fuel Cells and
Hydrogen;

■■

A new EMSA (European Maritime Safety Agency) contract
for SSN-VMS, a project of high significance relating to
the ingestion of satellite-based VMS (Vessel Monitoring
System) position data and provision back to the FMCs
(Fishing Monitoring Centres) of a composite traffic image
related to the fisheries’ activities based on VMS and AIS
(Automatic Identification System) data.

In 2010, our e-customs business unit continued its successful
expansion. Our global agreement with IBM Corp to jointly market
and develop solutions in this area has generated new opportunities
for global expansion of the business; a noteworthy example of this
is our joint participation in the bid for the modernisation of New
Zealand Customs. In addition to our existing contracts around
the world on technical and business consulting services related to
customs and NCTS (New Computerised Transit System), contracts
with 15 countries have been secured to date and a new NCTS project
started in Serbia. Its objective is to provide assistance to the Customs
Authority of Serbia (CAS) in order to set up the corresponding
administrative, legal and equipment structures by preparing the
way for Serbia to join the Common Transit Convention via an EUcompatible transit system.
A major milestone for Europe and a proud moment for our
company were reached on 1 May 2010 with pan-European rollout
of the Excise Movement Control System (EMCS). Our company
has designed and built the enabling central components of EMCS
under a contract with the European Commission and has built the
national EMCS system of seven European Countries all of which
successfully went live.
Moreover, a new contract was awarded to INTRASOFT
International by the Directorate-General for Taxation and Customs
Union (DG TAXUD). The new contract concerns a feasibility study
for the introduction of an electronic ATA (Admission Temporaire/
Temporary Admission) Carnet to handle the temporary admission
of goods.
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Part of an elite club of 500
companies worldwide

Research & development (R&D)
and innovation focus

In an intensive world of change, flexibility and adaptability have
become a key element of our company’s corporate culture. 2010 was
a catalytic year in achieving two further essential ISO certifications
for INTRASOFT International. The ISO/IEC27001:2005
certification, which recognises the strength of our company’s
Information Security Management System, while the ISO/IEC
20000:2005-1 certification underlines the quality of INTRASOFT
International’s IT Service Management System. Both highlight once
again our strong commitment to maintaining business excellence
across the board.

In 2010, INTRASOFT International continued its focused approach
to contributing to the production of new knowledge and ideas at
the European level by undertaking, participating in and completing
R&D projects, most of which are co-funded by the European
Commission’s Research and other Framework Programmes. Over
the years, the company has worked on a range of research topics
such as service and software engineering, e-government, e-business,
security, knowledge and content management, and other innovationgenerating areas. We also selectively carry out market validation
studies for R&D project results.

Both awards place INTRASOFT International in a select group.
Just over 500 companies worldwide have achieved the ISO 20000-1
certification accredited by the itSMF (the IT Service Management
Forum), which is globally recognised as a leader in the development
of IT service management standards, and around 10 000 businesses
globally are certified according to ISO 27001.

New R&D projects in 2010 include:
An INTRASOFT International-led international consortium started
an ambitious new research project called COCKPIT. In cooperation
with prestigious representatives of the international ICT industry,
including IBM, ATOS Origin and ENGINEERING INGEGNERIA
INFORMATICA, COCKPIT will develop a new governance model
for the delivery of next-generation public services by combining
the research areas of citizens’ opinion mining in the context of Web
2.0, service science management and engineering in the context of
the public sector, and the deliberative engagement of citizens in the
context of public services delivery.
INTRASOFT International is also the main technological partner
in a new Support Action project called ENSEMBLE in the area of
future Internet enterprise systems research. The ENSEMBLE project
is a multidisciplinary, innovative coordination and support action
(CSA) and its primary goal is to combine systemic approaches and
innovative Web 2.0 collaboration tools with a community-driven
mentality in order to significantly increase the impact of the future
Internet enterprise systems domain. Ultimately, ENSEMBLE aims
to establish enterprise interoperability (EI) as a science.
INTRASOFT International recognises that innovation is one of
the critical factors behind a company’s growth since it drives the
transformation of knowledge and ideas into marketable services and
products. In 2010, the first CORDIS-related applications for iPad
and iPhone were released in the Apple Store. The new applications
allow CORDIS users to directly access news articles, browse and stay
up to date with CORDIS News and Seventh Framework Programme
(FP7) Calls information on an uncluttered mobile device.

INTRASOFT International
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Getting bigger

Prestigious prize

2010 saw the establishment of a new delivery group within
INTRASOFT International. The Solutions Development delivery
group relies on 120 experts located in 4 European cities, with a
strong drive for high quality and customer satisfaction.

In November 2010, INTRASOFT International received a
prestigious Ruban d’Honneur in the ‘Customer Focus’ category
at the awards ceremony of the European Business Awards. The
European Business Awards is an independent awards programme
designed to recognise and promote excellence, best practice and
innovation in the European business community, in line with the
broad aims of the European Union and business representative
groups across Europe.

Development of customised software solutions and consulting
services is the core activity of INTRASOFT International’s Solutions
Development delivery group. The team encompasses a broad range
of expertise to deliver integrated applications as well as hosting,
monitoring and support services either at customer premises, next
to customer premises or in virtual team fashion.
The Solutions Development delivery group is responsible for
INTRASOFT’s 10-year working relationship with the European
Parliament (EP), delivering high quality systems under 3 consecutive
Framework contracts. The software solutions support both the
administrative and the legislative activities of the EP.

The European Business Awards committee received over 15 000
entries from companies in 30 countries. Alongside INTRASOFT
International, only the very best were awarded a Ruban d’Honneur
in one of 10 categories. This award recognises our continuous effort
to deliver great, customer-focused service while enabling our staff
and those we do business with to act in a sustainable and responsible
manner – something which we are very proud of.
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Market Trends
INTRASOFT International celebrated
its 14th year of operation in 2010,
portrayed by record breaking
growth in terms of revenue reaching
the EUR 90 million mark, continuous
profit growth and successful service
offering. INTRASOFT International
is recognised as a leading European
company in the area of ICT services.
After the severe economic crisis of 2008/2009, the global IT market
grew by 8 % year over year in 2010 to approximately EUR 1.5
trillion. Additionally, the overall ICT market grew by 6 % to almost
EUR 3 trillion in 2010. Even though global IT spending was on the
upswing, economic recovery in Europe remained very fragile due
to the ongoing sovereign debt crisis. More specifically, the EMEA
region (Europe, the Middle East and Africa) was the one to have
shown a decline in IT spending in 2009 and 2010.

Forecasts for the next 12 months indicate that the overall IT market
will grow by 7 % to USD 1.65 trillion with another year of doubledigit growth for hardware spending (10 %), while software and
services markets will increase by 5 % and 4 %, respectively. The Asia/
Pacific, excluding Japan (APeJ), led the way with growth of 13 % last
year, and a forecasted 10% increase in 2011. Double-digit growth
is also forecast in Central and Eastern Europe, Latin America and
the Middle East and Africa. Meanwhile, other mature economies
including Western Europe, Japan and Canada will continue to
expand at a lower but sustainable rate of growth.
In addition to the volatility of macroeconomic indicators in Europe,
price competition within the public sector IT market – our core
market – was fierce. This prevailing characteristic of 2010 was due
to numerous IT services providers attempt to increase their market
share by reducing their price offerings and maximising sales.
Moreover, the resilience and stability of the government sector
against global economic pressures contributed to this increase in
competition.

In terms of revenue percentage,
INTRASOFT International once
again reached noteworthy levels
with a 8.5 % increase. Additionally,
profit grew by a significant 9.8 %.
Our company also enriched its
order book with new long-term
contracts, which at year-end stood
at EUR 203 million.
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Within this environment characterised by instability, in terms of
revenue percentage, INTRASOFT International once again reached
noteworthy levels with a 8.5 % increase. Additionally, profit grew by a
significant 9.8 %. Our company also enriched its order book with new
long-term contracts, which at year-end stood at EUR 203 million.
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Future
Outlook
Global spending on IT is likely
to increase by 7 % in 2011,
global provider of market intelligence
IDC predicts – and this in spite of
economic uncertainties.
More specifically, the Western European IT services market is
expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 3.4 %
between 2010 and 2014. After two years of declining and restricted
IT spending in Europe, IDC Government Insights is predicting
that total government spending on hardware, software and IT
services in Western Europe will now increase until 2013. Public
sector IT spending will however exhibit slow growth on account
of governments focusing on bringing budget deficits under control
over the next few years.
For 2011 our expectations remain optimistic, yet fairly conservative
for the abovementioned reasons. The whole world seems to be in
a state of flux currently; there are signs of recovery from the crisis,
but geopolitical events coupled with natural disasters seem to affect
the global economy directly or indirectly. In this environment, we at
INTRASOFT International have to be prudent in our housekeeping.
At the same time, we will be very aggressive on our sales front.

Moreover, new regions and business sectors are continuously under
assessment. A new and successful venture for us in 2010 was in the
mobile platform market, where we designed and implemented our
first applications.
It is important to note that 2011 will mark our 15th year of constantly
growing operations. It is the appropriate time to take stock of our
achievements and focus on reorganising operations in order to
respond to the challenges of the future. It is therefore envisaged
that in 2011 significant effort will be devoted to strategy and
organisational matters.
On the technology front our focus in the coming year will be to
broaden our offering in mobile applications for our core market
segment and in particular in the Research and Innovation policy
support, as well as in our broader public sector IT offering.
Next year we will be expediting significant R&D efforts in
developing Cloud concepts and expertise. We are currently
working with IBM for the development of marketable Cloud
offerings based on IBM’s Private Cloud, and also with other
upcoming cloud providers in the generation of business plans that
might lead to concrete actions in 2011.
As part of our ongoing efforts to achieve Total Quality Management
and process improvement, INTRASOFT International’s vision for
the near future is to reinforce its people management and social
responsibility by focusing on issues such as corporate responsibility
and health and safety. Apart from the development of these soft
skills, INTRASOFT International has laid the foundations for
improving the maturity of its software development processes by
implementing the practices of CMMI® (Capability Maturity Model
Integration) for SW development for maturity Level 3.
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Corporate
Overview
INTRASOFT
International’s
organisational
structure reflects
its customer-oriented
philosophy. There
are SEVEN strategic
delivery groups, as
follows:
(1) Application
Development
and Integration
Services
(2)	Outsourcing and
Managed Services
(3) Information and
Communication
Services
(4)	Professional
Services
(5)	SAP SOLUTIONS
(6)	Research and
Innovation
(7)	Solutions
Development
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INTRASOFT staff
in 2010
More than 700 expert staff in 4 European cities (in addition to
contracted personnel in Europe and beyond) work towards the
provision of high-quality services to European and international
public and private organisations.
INTRASOFT’s staff profile represents the diversity of expert skills
and talent necessary for it to continue to maintain its position as one
of Europe’s leading information and communication technology
(ICT) service providers. The average number of employees in 2010
was 742, a marked increase from the 2009 figure of 685.

Human Resources
Management (HRM)
INTRASOFT International maintains the view that the best
approach to HRM is through local line managers being responsible
for the people in their departments. Starting with the recruitment of
new hires through to long-term career development supported by
training, work experience and opportunities, operational managers
in delivery groups are fully responsible for their people.
Devolving HRM in this way means that, rather than a large central
administration, INTRASOFT International needs a small Human
Resources Department that provides a range of services at all levels
of the organisation, complementing local HR actions and bringing
cohesion where needed across the company. This is accomplished by
ensuring that a framework of company standards is in place together
with the appropriate business process support applications.
Through this approach, HRM provides a point of coordination
for legal, contractual and financial issues, and assumes the
responsibility for orchestrating and administering the devolved
actions that are part of career planning, staff assessment and
training, as well as for ensuring a consistent approach to resource
management across the company.
To do this, HRM integrates, compiles and analyses personnelrelated information from various sources in the company – such as
staff appraisals – and uses this to come up with corporate actions
and provide information back to department managers.
Furthermore, the HR team works to create standardised staff
grades and benefits, and ensure a consistent approach to resource
management across the company. It manages this through a
framework of company standards, policies and practices together
with appropriate business process support tools.
INTRASOFT International
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Both awards place
INTRASOFT International
in a select group. Only
just over 500 companies
worldwide can boast having
been awarded the ISO 200001 certification by the itSMF,
the globally recognised leader
in IT service management
standards development. Only
a little over 10 000 businesses
globally are certified
according to ISO 27001.

Process Improvement
& Quality Assurance
(PIQA)
Firmly established at INTRASOFT International for a number of
years now, the PIQA Department continues to strive for constant
improvement via the cost-effective management of processes, by
applying the very latest technologies, methods and practices, as well
as adapting clients’ methodologies.
Our work draws on the standards introduced by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), the models and best practices
advocated by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI), the Rational
Unified Process (RUP), the CMMI® (Capability Maturity Model
Integration), the PMI Project Management Framework (PMBOK®
Guide), the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE),
the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) and the
European Committee for Standardization (CEN). These are applied
throughout INTRASOFT International’s projects and tailored if and
when needed according to a client’s specific needs.

2010 Flashback
– our achievements
Reflecting the flexibility and versatility of the INTRASOFT
International psyche, the PIQA Department helped assure two
further ISO certifications for the company in 2010. The ISO/IEC
27001:2005 certification recognises the strength of INTRASOFT’s
Information Security Management System, and the ISO/IEC
20000:2005-1 certification underlies the quality of the company’s
IT Service Management System. Both highlight once again the
company’s strong commitment to maintaining business excellence
across the board.
ISO 27001 is an internationally recognised standard setting out the
requirements for a company’s Information Security Management
System. The goal is to ensure that unacceptable information risks are
avoided in the most effective and efficient manner. At INTRASOFT
International, information security has been integrated into
all aspects of the company’s activities so as to guarantee the
confidentiality, availability and integrity of all its IT assets. This
includes information entrusted to the company by clients and
partners. Our company’s clients and partners can thus rest assured
that their data is handled according to the strictest standards.
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ISO 20000-1 is the internationally recognised standard for IT
service management processes and has a strong focus on providing
customers with consistent service. To obtain the certification,
INTRASOFT adopted an integrated process approach to the costefficient and effectively managed delivery of services that meet the
often complex needs of our customers.
Achieving the ISO 20000-1 certification reflects our focus on the
continuous improvement of our IT service management systems
and enhancing the quality of the products and services we supply
to our clients.
Both awards place INTRASOFT International in a select group.
Only just over 500 companies worldwide can boast having been
awarded the ISO 20000-1 certification by the itSMF (the IT Service
Management Forum) – the globally recognised leader in IT service
management standards development. Only a little over 10 000
businesses globally are certified according to ISO 27001.
Further to these achievements, the PIQA Department in 2010
continued its provision of the following services at either company
or project level: Quality, Environmental and Security Consulting,
Quality Control, Measurements and Process Improvement.
Activities in 2010 included:
■■

more than 20 Function Point counts;

■■

more than 20 quality, security, environmental internal
audits at a project, business unit or functional level;

■■

many measurements, analyses and recommendations for
improvement based on measurable data and statistics via
quality methods and tools;
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Our future journey
■■

■■

more than 15 internal training sessions across all
INTRASOFT International sites, covering best practices
for Project Management, SW Engineering, Web Design,
Translations and Content Product Management, Quality
Management, Service Level Management, Information
Security, Business and Service Continuity, Risk
Management, supporting processes such as Configuration,
Change and Incident Management;
continuous support for the coordination, recording
and implementation of the company’s – and projects’
– procedures; setting, monitoring and verifying project
quality objectives;

■■

stepping up energy efficiency practices (resulting in a
record reduction in energy expended of between 20%
and 55% compared to the previous year’s environmental
performance);

■■

environmental programmes to reduce civil and hazardous
waste by between 20% and 40% for individual offices
compared to 2009.

In recent years INTRASOFT International has obtained certifications
for a wide range of quality, security and environmental management
systems. This has helped us to compete globally and become a lead
player in the international IT market.
In our continuous journey towards Total Quality Management,
the company’s vision for the near future is to reinforce its People
Management and Social Responsibility by focusing on aspects such
as Corporate Responsibility and Health and Safety.
Apart from the development of soft skills, INTRASOFT International
has set out a roadmap for enhancing the maturity of its Software
Development processes by implementing CMMI® practices for SW
Development, maturity Level 3.
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Application
Development
and
Integration
Services
INTRASOFT International’s Application Development and
Integration Services delivery group delivers customised software
systems, solutions and services to clients across the globe. It caters
for all application-related needs from start to finish, including:
■■

process modelling and business process engineering;

■■

requirements analysis;

■■

systems construction (e.g. design, development and testing)
based on the Rational Unified Process (RUP) software
methodology;

■■

systems implementation (deployment support, on-site
testing);

■■

after-sales services (e.g. maintenance, helpdesk, training
and on-site missions for change management support).

The Application Development and Integration Services delivery
group is one of the largest of INTRASOFT International’s delivery
groups. It comprises some 320 experts located in 4 European
cities, delivering quality products and services related to all facets
of the software production life cycle. In 2010, the Application
Development and Integration Services delivery group, which was
successfully appraised for CMMI® Level 2 v1.2 in 2009, continued
to build on its phenomenal success in the customs area, secured
contract renewals, and received favourable project assessments at
various monitoring stages.
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INTRASOFT International has gained a competitive edge
in the area of customs business and IT systems in Europe.

A recognised leader in customs
business and IT systems
INTRASOFT International has gained a competitive edge in
the area of customs business and IT systems in Europe. The
Application Development and Integration Services delivery group
has collaborated with the European Commission to develop
and implement Europe’s vision in the customs and taxation area.
Approximately half of the staff in the Application Development and
Integration Services delivery group are involved in customs projects
and possess significant knowledge of the relevant legislation and
experience in the implementation of the European Commission’s
Multi-Annual Strategic Plan (MASP).
In 2010, as part of the SIA (Sword, INTRASOFT International, Atos
Origin) consortium, we continued to provide services concerning
the specification, development, maintenance and support of customs
IT systems related to IT projects of the Directorate-General for
Taxation and Customs Union (DG TAXUD) of the European
Commission. As part of the A2i Consortium (ArHs developments,
IBM, INTRASOFT International), we continued our work for the
Commission in the taxation and excise domains under the FITSDEV
2 (Fiscalis Information Technology Systems) framework contract
with DG TAXUD. Within this contract INTRASOFT is responsible
for the support and implementation services under the EMCS (Excise
Movement Control System) domain. EMCS is a highly visible and most
critical project for the EU since it enables the smooth functioning and
development of the internal market and involves the sensitive area of
stabilisation of the Member States’ tax revenues.
On 1 April 2010, EMCS went live across all EU Member States.
Furthermore, four EU countries (Belgium, Slovenia, Romania and
Bulgaria), as well as Croatia, based their EMCS implementation on
X-EYES, a core solution (asset) jointly implemented by INTRASOFT
International and IBM NL. Together with IBM, in 2010 INTRASOFT
International continued to provide services to the Belgian Ministry
of Finance.

INTRASOFT International’s expertise in the customs area has
led to new projects, such as the development of national customs
administrations. The various teams have delivered projects for the
majority of the customs administrations around Europe, ranging
from the Baltic countries to Ireland and from Norway to Cyprus.
Back in 2009, INTRASOFT International was selected by the
Customs Service and Tax Administration of Kosovo to provide
technical assistance, support and development services. The project
continued very smoothly throughout 2010.
Today, due largely to its significant involvement in the New
Computerised Transit System (NCTS), the Application Development
and Integration Services delivery group boasts contracts with more
than 15 countries for NCTS. In 2010, a new NCTS project started
in Serbia. Its objective is to provide assistance to the Customs
Authority of Serbia (CAS) in order to set up the corresponding
administrative, legal and equipment structures, and to prepare
for the implementation of an EU-compatible transit system and
therefore pave the way for Serbia to join the Common Transit
Convention.
In late 2010, a new contract was awarded to INTRASOFT
International by DG TAXUD. The new contract concerns a
feasibility study for the introduction of an electronic ATA Carnet to
handle the temporary admission of goods. The ATA Carnet reduces
the obstacles caused by varying national customs regulations. The
initials ‘ATA’ are an acronym of the French and English terms
‘Admission Temporaire/Temporary Admission’.
Beyond Europe, the team successfully executes the contract awarded
by the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) for technical
and business consulting services related to the customs and transit
systems of member countries, such as Singapore, Malaysia, the
Philippines and Thailand.
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Other contracts
Outside the customs area, INTRASOFT International provided
services within the European Qualifications Framework contract
(EQF). The EQF is a common European reference framework
that links countries’ qualification systems together, acting as a
translation device to make qualifications more understandable
across the various countries and systems in Europe. INTRASOFT
is responsible for the development of a portal that will disseminate
EQF information to the public.
Additionally, the Application Development and Integration Services
delivery group was assigned the task of maintaining the PLOTEUS
(Portal on Learning Opportunities throughout the European Space)
portal. The portal provides information about studying abroad
to students, job seekers, counsellors and teachers. INTRASOFT
performs system enhancements and integrates new national data
sources into the portal.
Similarly, INTRASOFT International continued to provide
development and support services as well as studies to the European
Commission’s Directorate-General for Research and Innovation
(DG RTD). The contract involves intranet applications supported
by DG RTD’s IT application suite, which enable DG RTD personnel
to manage all information surrounding implementation of the
Seventh Framework Programme (FP7).
In 2010, INTRASOFT International successfully completed a third
year of service provision to OHIM, the Office for Harmonization in
the Internal Market (Trademarks and Designs), which is based in
Alicante, Spain. With a budget totalling EUR 21 million, the 7-year
project relates to the successful takeover of maintenance services for
OHIM and for almost all of the office’s systems (of which there are
more than 70). During 2010 a significant part of the maintenance
services was delivered through Athens and Romania.
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With this contract, INTRASOFT International strengthens its
position in the provision of IT services to the European institutions
and agencies. Furthermore, in 2009, INTRASOFT was awarded
a new tender for the maintenance and evolution of services for
SYMMETRY, a system developed in the past for the DirectorateGeneral for Education and Culture (DG EAC). The provision of
services continued in 2010.
INTRASOFT International also provides services in the area of
fisheries and maritime systems. Here our chief client is the European
Commission’s Directorate-General for Maritime Affairs and
Fisheries (DG MARE), where we have been involved in the analysis
and development of a number of maritime-related applications. The
project is executed in Brussels and at INTRASOFT International
premises in Bucharest, Romania.
Under a framework contract with the European Maritime Safety
Agency (EMSA), INTRASOFT International continues to develop
and maintain the SafeSeaNet (SSN) system. SSN is a vessel traffic
monitoring system realising the vision of the European Commission
and Member States.
In conclusion, the Application Development and Integration Systems
delivery group has successfully contributed to the company’s leading
standing among large pan-European suppliers having the capacity
to cover a wide range of technical domains, profiles and physical
locations around Europe.
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Outsourcing
and Managed
Services
Outsourcing and Managed Services is one of INTRASOFT
International’s most successful activity areas. Based on the concept
that the service desk is the kernel around which additional services
rotate, the delivery group operates on ITIL best practices and
has accumulated extensive experience in diverse IT-support–
related areas.
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Multi-skilled team

Core services

INTRASOFT International’s Outsourcing and Managed Services
delivery group provides the following core services:

Management consultancy: INTRASOFT International provides
advice and designs and implements ITIL-based support services for
more than 30 000 users worldwide.

■■

management consultancy in the area of ITIL-based services
(e.g. the design of service support and service delivery
structures);

■■

implementation of support services;

■■

IT support, including application support, training, network
support, e-mail systems (e.g. design, implementation and
management), as well as PC support and maintenance.

All activities are based on service level agreements (SLAs),
implemented by a team of 140 professionals with many different skill
sets. A characteristic of this delivery group is its stable activity base
that grows steadily year by year. In addition to existing operations,
some of which are highlighted below, INTRASOFT’s Outsourcing and
Managed Services team expects some new operations to commence
in 2011. These will still be in the area of service outsourcing and they
will include enhanced services for the European Commission’s DG
for Informatics (DG DIGIT) and for the European Parliament (EP).

IT support: In the area of application support, INTRASOFT
International assists users with regard to technical and business
questions. Within its training capacity, the company has, during
the last few years, trained more than 4 000 personnel in the use of
different business critical applications, achieving high satisfaction
rates from the trainees: more than 85 % of the participants rate
INTRASOFT International’s service as very good or excellent.
Through its Outsourcing and Managed Services delivery group, the
company also provides service team management support, such as
system administration, technical support for specific products and
local or central IT logistic services.
Network support: INTRASOFT currently manages the IT
infrastructure for more than 40 000 users in various European
countries. In addition to undertaking troubleshooting operations on
a daily basis, INTRASOFT carries out all installations and maintains
network cables and active network equipment. These activities
are based on strict SLAs, thereby assuring preventative measures.
Furthermore, clients are offered a fully operational service (7 days
a week, 365 days a year), with response times of less than 1 hour
for interventions. In addition, disaster recovery and contingency
plans are administered by experienced teams (including cabling
technicians and data and telephony engineers).

A characteristic of this
delivery group is its stable
activity base that grows
steadily year by year.
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Indicative projects
Network Infrastructure Services for DG DIGIT

IT Applications Support and Training for DG RTD

The objective of this operation is to support data and telephony in
cooperation with other European Commission bodies. Some 40
members of the Outsourcing and Managed Services team work
on this project, which entails a large and complex implementation
of logistics (stock management), field operations, planning and
management. Around 300 actions must be executed daily by 30
technicians, who are also responsible for updating project databases
(e.g. cabling, devices and stock). Additionally, a service desk is
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to receive calls, plan actions,
support field technicians and answer critical calls outside normal
working hours.

The delivery group also provides IT support and training relating to
the EU’s FP7 for DG RTD. This operation consists of two activities:
■■

training on the use of business-specific applications
regarding the financing of research projects across the globe
under FP7;

■■

extended application support, supporting end users in the
usage of applications and reporting eventual issues to the
developers.

Electronic Proposal Submission System (EPSS) for DG RTD
IT Support Services for DG DIGIT
The objective of this operation is to provide IT support to the
European Commission’s end users (approximately 30 000). The
support is categorised by different services, such as:
■■

■■

local service desk – acting as the single point of contact for
end users and resolving as many calls as possible remotely;
desk-site support – giving physical support to end users
when the intervention of the local service desk is not
enough;

■■

local logistic support – in charge of installations and moves,
as well as changes to and the retirement of end-user IT
equipment;

■■

application and extended application support – two different
levels of supporting business specific applications: (1) firstline support, and (2) providing business logic support, such
as how to use an application;

■■

workstation and system administration – making sure that
both workstations and local servers are kept up to date in
regard to the operating system, system software, anti-virus
software, and so forth.

This operation entails managing mission-critical infrastructure and
applications through which entities across the world (e.g. universities
and large industrial corporations) can submit proposals to receive
funding for their research projects. It also supports proposal
submitters in the use of the systems, offering assistance during the
proposal preparation and submission phases, for instance.
Application Support for the Office for Official Publications of the
European Communities
This operation gives end users support in the use of a series of
applications employed to communicate messages and information
from the European Commission to stakeholders around the world.
For example, one of the applications supported by this operation
includes the calls for tenders published under the European Union’s
Framework Programmes.
IT Support for the European Parliament
This operation involves providing IT support to the users of the EP.
It consists of the following main tasks:
■■

overall management of the support;

■■

support to VIPs;

■■

support to all end users;

■■

logistics planning and operations.
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Information
and
Communication
Services
INTRASOFT International’s Information and Communication
Services delivery group supports European institutions and
private customers in diverse areas affecting the lives of every
European citizen: election monitoring, health, research, consumer
affairs, innovation and transport/energy. A team of dedicated
communication professionals ensures that INTRASOFT’s clients
address key policy objectives by achieving broad, effective and
targeted communication combined with great value for money.
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Broad service range

Highlights in 2010

The team is a centre of excellence for the generation of information
and communication products and services. Some 80 staff, in
cooperation with a network of 20 freelancers and 10 partner
companies, provide a wide range of communication, information
and policy support services. These include:

For INTRASOFT International’s Information and Communication
Services team, 2010 was marked by the continued consolidation of
existing services, improvements in productivity and sales to new
markets. Examples of some of the projects undertaken in 2010 are
provided below.

Interactive services that use the latest online tools to allow
clients to meet more effectively the needs of all Europeans,
particularly those who interact directly with the European
Commission, for information, help and advice.

In 2010 we demonstrated our expertise and leadership in all aspects
of operating European institution websites, with the successful
launch of two contracts supporting the CORDIS website. CORDIS
is the European institutions’ portal providing comprehensive
information for the research community. The Information and
Communications delivery group has been running CORDIS on
behalf of the European institutions since 1998.

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

Creative services delivering high-quality multimedia
and print material. Services are delivered by experienced
communication product managers in cooperation with
writers, graphic designers and multimedia experts.
News and editorial services enabling clients to continually
inform and support their stakeholders.
Translation services ensuring that communication can be
conducted professionally in all 23 official EU languages,
in addition to all other major international languages,
including Arabic, Russian, Turkish, Japanese and Chinese.
Communication strategy and planning guaranteeing the
right mix of communication approaches to achieve client
objectives.
Innovation and SME (small and medium-sized enterprise)
support services enhancing EU policy initiatives in the
domains of competitiveness and innovation by providing
assistance in technology transfer, networking, impact and
evaluation of national and international policies.

Specific responsibilities include editorial services (e.g. content
production, translations and proofreading), graphic design,
development, the redesign and maintenance of its various websites,
tools and services management (e.g. search functionalities
and interactive tools), database management and print and
communication support, as well as the provision of the hardware,
software, networking and applications which ensure the site is fully
accessible for all service stakeholders.
In 2010, communication materials (such as annual reports,
brochures, flyers and specialised books) were also provided to several
departments of the European Commission’s DG RTD, including the
Science, economy and society, Health, and Transport directorates.
Breakthrough developments in the area of mobile and web
applications have allowed INTRASOFT International to gain an
advantageous position and high visibility in an area of great interest
to our clients in the European institutions.
The operation of the EUROPA web service continued with great
success, offering high visibility to all clients using the contract.
Our client portfolio for translation services expanded substantially
both within the European institutions, but also in new target
segments, namely the financial and the pharmaceutical sectors.
Our expertise and quality approach won over major players
in the financial sector such as the European Investment Bank
(Luxembourg), DAS Insurance (Belgium), Binck Bank (Belgium),
World Savings Bank and Triodos Bank.
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For INTRASOFT International’s Information and Communication Services
team, 2010 was marked by the continued consolidation of existing services,
improvements in productivity and sales to new markets.
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2011 and beyond
Within the pharmaceutical sector, INTRASOFT offers translation
services to organisations such as Pharma.be, an association
representing pharmaceutical companies in Belgium, and Febelgen,
an umbrella organisation covering Belgium’s generic drug industry.
In parallel, we began developing technical translations, providing
our services and experience to companies active in the power
supply sector (Belpower, ELIA and others) and for several important
industry associations (EAGE Netherlands) and new clients such as
Nissan, C4CI (France and UK) and Article One Partners (USA).
The company was rewarded for the successful operation of the
‘us-eu-match’ service, with the contract being extended for an
additional two years (to end 2012). This unique service provides
links for American companies wishing to transfer technology via
the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN). The expertise of our delivery
group is recognised widely throughout EEN and our aim is to build
on this reputation and help other countries develop technology
transfer networks.
The great experience acquired through the RTD infocom products
and EUROPA projects was put to good use in new business
development with clients within the European institutions who have
similar requirements. The European Food Safety Agency (EFSA),
DG for Mobility and Transport (MOVE), DG for Energy (ENER)
and DG for Information Society and Media (INFSO) are clear
examples of new clients whose projects can be effectively serviced
thanks to this experience.
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During 2011, INTRASOFT’s Information and Communication
Services delivery group will expand its scope through a merger
with the company’s research and development (R&D) unit. This
will allow more effective access to expertise and resources, meaning
they can be put to better use in areas that are fast becoming very
important to our clients – such as consulting.
We will provide services to EFSA for the first time, thus expanding
our client portfolio. At the same time we will be expanding the
range of our expertise, providing our new clients with services in
the important area of copywriting.
The review of capacity areas carried out in 2010 has allowed us to
identify the next areas in which we should develop communication
expertise. Skills in the production of audiovisual and interactive
material, as well as web editorial, development and design skills will
be enhanced through high level and certified training during 2011,
allowing the company to provide services that go even further in
meeting client demands.
We will aim to put INTRASOFT International at the forefront of
technological advancement by building on the breakthrough we
have achieved in new mobile applications that enhance the services
we offer to all our clients.
For more information and samples of our work please visit:
www.intrasoft-intl.com/infocom
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Professional
Services
The mission of INTRASOFT International’s Professional Services
delivery group is to place highly skilled IT consultants with clients
on site to develop software applications, implement new and
upgraded software, provide application support, manage projects
and perform a full range of infrastructure-related tasks. The team’s
objective is to deliver the best available specialist skills and solutions
that are tailored to each individual client’s needs. The team works
intensively with a diverse portfolio of clients before each assignment
and during execution to ensure best fit-to-purpose and ongoing
customer satisfaction.
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Technology specialists
INTRASOFT’s Professional Services delivery group provides clients
with consultants who specialise in software application development,
systems and application administration, application testing and
application implementation and maintenance. Importantly, the
consultants maintain a high level of communication and service
delivery with each customer ensuring that their needs are being
both met and anticipated.
Technology implementation under Professional Services comprises
a wide range of activities, namely:

The Professional Services delivery group also offers expertise in:
■■

information system (IS) end-user
support;

■■

IT infrastructure;

■■

training;

■■

software development;

■■

project management;

■■

programme analysis;

■■

developing and testing software applications;

■■

business analysis;

■■

setting up ‘solution architectures’;

■■

user-interface design;

■■

performing routine quality assurance;

■■

test management;

■■

implementing software applications;

■■

quality assurance;

■■

providing IT maintenance and support.

■■

senior level information architecture;

■■

project management;

■■

PC and server system software.

The company’s consultants include specialists in project management,
business IT infrastructure and software development. Their expertise
has proven invaluable to customers seeking to improve their work
procedures and systems, and who require business IT consulting
and work-process design services. The consultants regularly adapt
and create technologies that enable better business performance.
They offer certified expertise spanning the entire ‘infrastructure’
area as well as the full application development life cycle. They
include specialists in ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure
Library) procedures, which help IT organisations to manage their
infrastructures by defining the skills and management resources
they need.
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The company’s consultants include specialists in project
management, business IT infrastructure and software development.
Their expertise has proven invaluable to customers seeking to
improve their work procedures and systems

Servicing major
European institutions
The delivery group covered 6 major contracts in 2010 providing
support and development services for the European Commission, the
EP, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and other institutions of
pan-European relevance.
Part of the EU, the EMA is headquartered in London and is
responsible for protecting and promoting public and animal health
by evaluating and supervising medicines. Services provided under
the framework contract between INTRASOFT and the EMA
relate to the development and maintenance of the EMA’s ‘missioncritical’ information systems. One of these systems is the agency’s
pharmacovigilance network, which allows it to monitor the safety
of medicines.
INTRASOFT’s Professional Services team also worked on DIMOS
Lot 1, a contract with the European Commission’s DirectoratesGeneral for Home Affairs (HOME) and Budget (BUDG).
The delivery group provided on-site SAP experts to work on
the creation, integration and maintenance of the European
Commission ‘Budget and Control’ policy unit’s IT systems (which
are SAP based), focusing on the management of sponsorships
received from public organisations.
Many Directorates-General of the European Commission have
other systems in addition to SAP for which INTRASOFT provided
services in 2010 under the DIMOS Lot 2 contract. Specifically, the
delivery group provided on-site IT experts to develop applications
for various DGs’ financial projects. For example, INTRASOFT
worked on the new Accrual-Based Accounting (ABAC) system,
which helped to bring the European Commission in line with
International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS).
IT infrastructure support services (ITSS) are among the biggest and
most visible IT contracts of the European Commission. Under the
ITSS contracts, INTRASOFT provided IT experts to several DGs to
support users’ workstations and departmental servers. In particular,

the Professional Services delivery group provided central help desk
services, first and second-level IT user support and full logistics
support. The services delivered also involved incident management,
problem management, change management, release management
and IT logistics support.
Under ITSS Lot 1, on-site services were provided for infrastructure
and software-support expertise to the European Commission’s
decentralised data centres, along with implementation support for
its centres in Belgium and Luxembourg. The ITSS Lot 2 contract
is related to the European Commission’s Data Centre, based in
Luxembourg. INTRASOFT provided a large number of specialists
in infrastructure and software support within the Data Centre.
INTRASOFT also helped the European Commission’s DG DIGIT
with the development, studies and support of information systems
(DESIS). Under the DESIS Lot 4 contract, the Professional Services
team provided end-user and application-support specialists within
this Directorates-General sites in Belgium and Luxembourg.
The European Commission’s DG RTD provided financial support
for countless research projects under the FP7; management
of this funding is ongoing and requires a high level of support.
INTRASOFT continued to support DG RTD’s IT systems as part
of this effort in 2010.
INTRASOFT’s Professional Services delivery group anticipates the
continuation of its existing contracts as well as the commencement
of new projects for the year 2011. The group will maintain its
positive relationships with existing clients and continue to monitor
the market for new opportunities. In view of the ever-increasing
need for IT support within the expanding European institutions,
and in light of the high quality and efficiency of INTRASOFT’s IT
experts, the outlook for 2011 is promising.
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SAP Solutions
In 2000, INTRASOFT International invested in the establishment
of an SAP (Systems Applications and Products) Solutions delivery
group. The aim then was to provide high-quality SAP services
through a team of certified professionals with extensive experience
in application and business consulting and in the management of
complex IT projects.
During its 10 years of subsequent operation, the SAP Solutions
delivery group has successfully delivered numerous projects of
varying complexity and duration, for large and medium-sized
private sector companies and organisations, operating in various
market sectors across Europe. The SAP Solutions delivery group
is also active in the provision of integrated solutions to the Greek
public sector.
Today, our SAP Solutions delivery group employs over 50 certified
professionals and provides services and SAP solutions to more
than 70 enterprises. Its clientele consists of Greek SMEs and large
companies, as well as major multinational organisations active in a
wide range of market segments.
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The SAP Solutions delivery group
employs over 50 certified professionals
and provides services and SAP
solutions to more than 70 enterprises.

Responding to the business
needs of the SME market
As an SAP Channel Partner, for SMEs, INTRASOFT International
offers turnkey solutions comprising the necessary hardware, SAP
Licenses, our preconfigured SAP solutions and services for solution
installation and customisation to customer needs. The company’s
SAP expertise, coupled with its efficient implementation approach,
ensures fast and cost-effective projects, customer satisfaction and
guaranteed, premium quality results.

Preconfigured solutions
INTRASOFT International’s preconfigured solutions are based
on SAP Best Business Practices, which have been incorporated
into SAP solutions during the last 38 years of their worldwide
implementation, as well as on the company’s own experience of
SAP implementation in the Greek and international business
environment. These preconfigured solutions are designed to cover
specialised business requirements for vertical markets such as:
■■

wholesale/retail (e.g. sanitary ware, digital equipment,
hi-tech & electronics etc.);

■■

healthcare;

■■

universities;

■■

engineering & construction;

■■

professional services.

SAP rollout projects
INTRASOFT International provides expert services to both
multinational organisations that roll out their SAP Global Template
to their Greek affiliate and Greek companies extending their business
to other countries. The company offers all services required for a
smooth and successful SAP rollout project (e.g. gap analysis, Greek
localisation implementation and support).

Offerings beyond enterprise
resource planning (ERP)
Furthermore, INTRASOFT International provides high-quality
implementation services for a wide range of SAP Technology
solutions, such as:
■■

SAP Business Objects business intelligence;

■■

SAP Customer Relationship Management;

■■

SAP Netweaver Portal.

The solutions provide complete functionality for all business
processes in the areas of sales management, purchasing management,
inventory management, project management, production planning,
customer service and financial management.
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Achievements in 2010
The following represents a summary of the SAP Solutions delivery
group’s achievements in 2010.
The successful completion of the SAP rollout project to HELLENIC
FUELS S.A. (subsidiary of the largest Greek petroleum group
HELLENIC PETROLEUM S.A.), a project that was awarded to
SAP Hellas and INTRASOFT International as a subcontractor.
Furthermore, SAP Hellas and INTRASOFT International
successfully completed the SAP rollout project for HELLENIC
PETROLEUM S.A.’s Montenegro subsidiary.
Genesis Pharma, one of the leading biopharmaceutical companies
in Greece awarded INTRASOFT International an SAP Business
Objects business intelligence project focusing on accessing business
intelligence (BI) reports and key performance indicators (KPIs)
through mobile devices. The project objective is to improve the
accuracy and speed of company sales and marketing reporting not
only to their management, but also to their sales representatives in
the field, via mobile devices (BlackBerrys).
INTRASOFT International has undertaken the implementation of the
SAP EH&S (Environment, Health and Safety) solution at one of the
biggest cement companies in Greece, Heracles Group of Companies
member of Lafarge Group. This is the first implementation of an SAP
EH&S project in Greece, focusing on safety.
The successful completion of the SAP rollout project to L’Oréal
Hellas, a subsidiary of one of the biggest multinational organisations
in the cosmetics industry.
The successful completion of the SAP rollout project to Hereaus
Medical Ltd, a subsidiary of Hereaus Medical GmbH, one of the
leading companies in the field of bone cement, biomaterials and
biosurgery for elective orthopaedic and trauma surgery.
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The successful completion of a reengineering project for
INTERAMERICAN Life Insurance regarding compliance with
the INTERAMERICAN Group’s requirements and reporting
rules. INTERAMERICAN Group, the leading name in the Greek
insurance market, is an affiliate of EUREKO, one of Europe’s leading
personal financial services group.
DAIKIN EUROPE N.V. awarded INTRASOFT International their
Greek affiliate’s migration project, from the latter’s stand-alone SAP
system to the DAIKIN Europe N.V. SAP central system.
INTRASOFT International successfully completed an SAP project
for INTRAKAT SA, a construction company member of the
INTRACOM Holdings Group. This SAP project comprised two
sub-projects: The technical upgrade of the company’s SAP system
to the current release ECC 6.00 and the ‘NEW GL Migration’
implementation, to cover IFRS requirements (Financial Reporting
per segment).

Events and visibility
INTRASOFT International sponsored the Greek SAP Forum 2010,
which was held in Athens at the end of April and attracted more
than 500 participants.
As part of its efforts to boost the company’s presence in northern
Greece, the company sponsored the ‘Thessaloniki Business
Conference’ on 10 June, which was attended by more than 300
C-level executives from local businesses.
Furthermore, in October the company sponsored the highly
successful IT Directors Forum 2010, an event that attracts the
leading Chief Information Officers (CIOs) in Greece.
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Research
and
Innovation
R&D highlights in 2010
INTRASOFT International contributes to the production of new
knowledge and ideas at the European level by participating in
R&D projects, most of which are co-funded by the European
Commission’s Research and other Framework Programmes. Over
the years, the company has worked on a range of research topics
such as service and software engineering, e-government, e-business,
security, knowledge and content management, and other innovationgenerating areas. We also selectively carry out market validation
studies for R&D project results.
In 2010, INTRASOFT International continued its focused approach
to undertaking and completing R&D projects.
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New R&D projects in 2010:

Ongoing R&D projects in 2010 include:

An INTRASOFT International-led, international consortium
started an ambitious new research project called COCKPIT in
January 2010. In cooperation with prestigious representatives of
the international ICT industry, including IBM, ATOS Origin and
ENGINEERING INGEGNERIA INFORMATICA, COCKPIT will
develop a new governance model for the delivery of next-generation
public services by combining the research areas of citizens’ opinion
mining in the context of Web 2.0, Service Science Management and
Engineering in the context of the public sector, and the deliberative
engagement of citizens in the context of public services delivery.

The development of technology that will allow European news
agencies to conveniently annotate multimedia content including
images, videos and so forth, in order to facilitate their intelligent
storage and retrieval (CASAM);

COCKPIT is motivated by the notion of open public administrations
that are trusted by citizens, resulting in better governance, fewer
disputes about priority setting, higher degrees of public service
use, lower public service delivery costs, better service innovation
and greater loyalty to public services on the part of citizens. The
project will run for three years and will benefit from the expertise of
many highly regarded research institutions, including the National
Technical University of Athens, Karlsruhe Service Research Institute,
and the European Institute on Services Science.
INTRASOFT International is also the main technological partner
in a new Support Action project called ENSEMBLE in the area
of future Internet enterprise systems research. The ENSEMBLE
project, which started in September 2010, is a multi-disciplinary,
innovative CSA and its primary goal is to combine systemic
approaches and innovative Web 2.0 collaboration tools with a
community-driven mentality, in order to significantly increase
the impact of the future Internet enterprise systems domain.
ENSEMBLE will support and coordinate EU research activities
in the area of future Internet enterprise systems, and will develop
the necessary infrastructure (including roadmapping, scientific
base and collaborative community systems) needed for its further
development. Ultimately, ENSEMBLE aims to establish enterprise
interoperability (EI) as a science.

The development of an ICT environment to support strategic risk
assessment and contingency planning in interconnected transport
networks in the case of incidents such as fire, flood, terrorist attacks
and so forth (STAR-TRANS);
The creation of a shared digital repository for formal and informal
science education materials that will substantially enhance access to
and the delivery of digital science education content (OSR2L).
R&D projects successfully completed in 2010 include:
The development of a risk assessment platform that uses data mining
techniques to assess the risks involved in customs procedures
(e.g. import, export and transit) during the daily operation of the
European customs offices (RAC-WeB).
The outlook for R&D activity in 2011 is very promising. The main
goal for the team is to successfully complete existing projects and
ensure the sustainability of results.
The team also expects to continue its involvement in developing
innovative technology that accelerates the adoption of open
innovation in the EU manufacturing industry by leading a new
project that is currently under contract negotiations. Calls for
proposals under the EU’s FP7 will also be carefully monitored to
identify areas of interest for new research opportunities.

INTRASOFT International launched an initiative to explore the mobile
platform market. The initiative increased the accessibility and visibility of
two core aspects of the CORDIS information service that have the widest
audience potential, namely ‘FP7 Calls’ and ‘CORDIS News’.
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Innovation highlights in 2010
INTRASOFT International recognises that innovation is one of
the critical factors behind a company’s growth since it drives the
transformation of knowledge and ideas into marketable services
and products.
In a world of increasing information, where information is
becoming more and more accessible, particularly on mobile
devices, it would be a mistake to ignore the importance of mobile
application development for the development of future services.
The last quarter of 2010 saw INTRASOFT Communication Services
(ICS) launch an initiative to explore the mobile platform market.
The initiative increased the accessibility and visibility of two core
aspects of the CORDIS information service that have the widest
audience potential, namely ‘FP7 Calls’ and ‘CORDIS News’. The
first CORDIS-related applications for iPad and iPhone are available
from the Apple Store at:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/european-research-news/
id415272664?mt=8&ls=1

The new applications allow CORDIS users to directly access news
articles and browse and stay up to date with CORDIS News and FP7
Calls information on an uncluttered mobile device. The audience of
these applications is primarily individuals and businesses involved
in the knowledge-based sector. However, the applications have been
designed with accessibility in mind, making them attractive for any
person interested in research news within the European Union. The
applications have proven very popular with over 300 downloads in
the first week. Whilst this figure does not seem high, the application
is one of the first of its kind on the mobile application market.
With the CORDIS services successfully released on the Apple
platforms we aim to continue their development initially by
widening platform development to the Android platform with a
particular focus on the Galaxy Pad. Once this has been achieved
we will deepen the application, adding additional features and
services and further increasing the accessibility to and exposure of
the CORDIS services.

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/european-research-news-for/
id416800611?mt=8

ICS
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Solutions
Development
Development of customised software solutions and consulting
services is the core activity of INTRASOFT International’s Solutions
Development delivery group.
Established in 2010, the Solutions Development delivery group
relies on 120 experts located in 4 European cities, each with a strong
drive for high quality and customer satisfaction. The Solutions
Development team encompasses a broad range of expertise, enabling
it to deliver integrated applications as well as hosting, monitoring
and support services either at customer premises, next to customer
premises or in virtual team fashion.
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A recognised leader in
developing IT systems for the
European Parliament
The Solutions Development delivery group took up INTRASOFT’s
10-year working relationship with the EP, delivering high quality
systems under 3 consecutive framework contracts. Software
solutions support both the EP’s administrative and legislative
activities. The major systems include:
■■

■■

PERICLES – The management system for meetings and
services, with special focus on supporting the interpretation
service run by the EP.
FINORD & FINICS – The budgetary and accounting
systems.

■■

WebContracts – The contract management system.

■■

PAM – The management system for Members of the EP’s
expenses.

■■

ACTES – Application to prepare, encode and deliver voting
results.

■■

CRE – Verbatim reports of sitting proceedings.

■■

META – Validates the speaker’s language and recognises
any language change during the intervention. It publishes
the beginning and the end of agenda actions and items
during sessions, in real time.

■■

PV – Production of the minutes of the plenary sessions.

■■

SDA – Follow up of procedures, documents and
amendments pipeline.

■■

VOTES – This application prepares and delivers the roll call
vote results.

Other contracts
For the European Commission’s DG Justice (DG JUST) and DG
HOME, the Solutions Development delivery group undertakes
development work for the Consular Protection website, the Antitrafficking website, the new version of the e-Justice Portal, technical
specifications for the Exchange of Criminal Records (ECRIS) and
maintenance of the European Migration Network.
For Eurostat, the Solutions Development delivery group is
maintaining and enhancing the functionality of the COMEXT
server and its satellite modules dealing with statistics applications.
The Solutions Development delivery group also delivers services to
the European Investment Bank and the European Court of Auditors,
as well as to the European Commission’s Translation Agency and
Publications Office.

A success story
In conclusion, through its broad coverage of technical domains,
extensive array of skills and expert profiles, and presence in
various locations around Europe, the newly established Solutions
Development delivery group has made a major contribution to
the company’s leading position vis-à-vis its major pan-European
competitors.

Established in
2010, the Solutions
Development delivery
group relies on 120
experts located in 4
European cities, each
with a strong drive
for high quality and
customer satisfaction.
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FINANCIAL
Overview

Statement of comprehensive income
2010

2009

89,804,181.64

82,770,448.99

Cost of sales

(76,795,460.99)

(70,838,368.73)

Gross profit

13,008,720.65

11,932,080.26

Selling and marketing costs

(2,914,703.35)

(2,943,453.00)

Administrative expenses

(4,116,171.71)

(3,789,084.73)

515,085.27

477,905.48

Other gains / (losses) - net

(244,513.67)

11,361.19

Operating profit

6,248,417.19

5,688,809.20

(4,792.09)

40,383.04

Finance cost

(786,732.47)

(713,931.36)

Finance costs - net

(791,524.56)

(673,548.32)

Profit before income tax

5,456,892.63

5,015,260.88

(2,102,741.14)

(1,586,407.61)

3,354,151.49

3,428,853.27

0.00

82,842.36

3,354,151.49

3,511,695.63

3,354,151.49

3,511,695.63

3,354,151.49

3,511,695.63

Available-for-sale financial assets - Fair value gains / (loss)

(776,918.45)

(921,185.14)

Other comprehensive income, net of tax:

(776,918.45)

(921,185.14)

Total other comprehensive income for the period

2,577,233.04

2,590,510.49

Continuing operations:
Sales

Other income

Finance income

Income tax expense
Profit after tax for the period from continuing operations
Discontinued operations:
Profit / (loss) after tax for the period from discontinued operations
Profit / (loss) after tax for the year
(from continuing and discontinued operations)
Profit / (loss) after tax attributable to:
Equity holders of the Company
Minority interest

Other comprehensive income:
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Balance Sheet
2010

2009

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

1,255,359.22

1,175,751.21

Other intangible assets

1,478,024.73

1,786,950.80

Available for sale financial assets

454,043.25

1,230,961.70

Deferred income tax assets

388,383.36

299,787.35

Trade and other receivables

50,526.96

1,265,558.52

3,626,337.52

5,759,009.58

40,375,119.96

39,682,256.63

Current income tax receivables

2,104,223.84

1,273,688.72

Cash and cash equivalents

7,456,010.60

7,766,836.11

49,935,354.40

48,722,781.46

Current assets
Trade and other receivables

Non-current assets classified as held for sale
Total assets

0.00

57,697.57

53,561,691.92

54,539,488.61

2,304,150.00

2,304,150.00

EQUITY
Capital and reserves attributable to the Company’s equity holders
Share capital
Fair value reserves

(1,698,103.59)

(921,185.14)

1,200,641.22

1,418,838.40

Retained earnings

14,889,206.01

12,326,879.77

Total equity

16,695,893.64

15,128,683.03

0.00

143,601.70

Retirement benefit obligations

1,003,144.00

838,330.00

Long-term provisions for other liabilities and charges

1,299,119.47

2,562,713.48

2,302,263.47

3,544,645.18

13,821,940.20

17,952,986.33

3,399,372.37

2,435,925.70

15,193,758.42

13,121,829.64

2,148,463.82

2,355,096.51

34,563,534.81

35,865,838.18

Other reserves

LIABILITIES
Non-current liabilities
Borrowings

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Current income tax liabilities
Borrowings
Short-term provisions for other liabilities and charges
Liabilities directly associated with non-current assets classified as held
for sale

322.22

Total liabilities

36,865,798.28

39,410,805.58

Total equity and liabilities

53,561,691.92

54,539,488.61
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Statement of Changes in Equity
Share capital

Fair value
reserves

Other
reserves

Retained
earnings

Total equity

155,000.00

13,628.01

1,009,851.68

11,533,911.67

12,712,391.36

Available-for-sale financial
assets - Fair value gains / (loss)

0.00

(921,185.14)

0.00

0.00

(921,185.14)

Currency translation
differences

0.00

(13,628.01)

0.00

13,628.01

0.00

Other comprehensive income

0.00

(934,813.15)

0.00

13,628.01

(921,185.14)

Net profit / (loss)

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,511,695.63

3,511,695.63

Total recognised income /
(expense) for the year

0.00

(934,813.15)

0.00

3,525,323.64

2,590,510.49

Balance at 1 January 2009

2,149,150.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,149,150.00

Other movements in other
reserves

Issue of share capital

0.00

0.00

408,986.72

(229,100.00)

179,886.72

Dividend

0.00

0.00

0.00

(2,700,000.00)

(2,700,000.00)

Other

0.00

0.00

0.00

196,744.46

196,744.46

2,149,150.00

0.00

408,986.72

(2,732,355.54)

(174,218.82)

Balance at 31 December 2009

2,304,150.00

(921,185.14)

1,418,838.40

12,326,879.77

15,128,683.03

Balance at 1 January 2010

2,304,150.00

(921,185.14)

1,418,838.40

12,326,879.77

15,128,683.03

Available-for-sale financial
assets - Fair value gains / (loss)

0.00

(776,918.45)

0.00

0.00

(776,918.45)

Other comprehensive income

0.00

(776,918.45)

0.00

0.00

(776,918.45)

Net profit / (loss)

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,354,151.49

3,354,151.49

Total recognised income /
(expense) for the year

0.00

(776,918.45)

0.00

3,354,151.49

2,577,233.04

Decrease of share capital

0.00

0.00

0.00

(57,375.35)

(57,375.35)

Transfer from other reserves to
retained earnings

0.00

0.00

(539,660.00)

539,660.00

0.00

Other movements in other
reserves

0.00

0.00

321,462.82

(276,491.22)

44,971.60

Dividend

0.00

0.00

0.00

(997,618.68)

(997,618.68)

0.00

0.00

(218,197.18)

(791,825.25)

(1,010,022.43)

0.00

(776,918.45)

(218,197.18)

2,562,326.24

1,567,210.61

2,304,150.00

(1,698,103.59)

1,200,641.22

14,889,206.01

16,695,893.64

Balance at 31 December 2010
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Cash Flow Statements
2010
Profit for the Period

2009

3,354,151.49

3,511,695.63

2,102,741.14

1,586,407.61

Depreciation of property, plant & equipment

658,353.61

546,052.84

Amortisation of intangible assets

555,778.98

508,619.25

0.00

11,005.81

Interest income

4,792.09

(40,383.04)

Interest expense

786,732.47

713,931.36

44,971.60

376,631.18

820,630.99

586,805.82

Vacation bonus

1,097,972.06

1,182,957.98

Untaken leave

(13,174.37)

16,888.83

0.00

647,716.31

164,814.00

250,585.00

1,275,814.14

1,487,034.28

Adjustments for:
Tax

(Profit) / loss on disposal of property, plant & equipment

Other reserves
Service cost management scheme

Christmas bonus provision
Increase / (decrease) in pension & other benefits
Increase / (decrease) in bonus
Increase / (decrease) in fiscal liability

399,551.62

376,706.94

(997,618.68)

0.00

10,255,511.14

11,762,655.80

(Increase) / decrease in trade and other receivables

(1,062,046.80)

1,115,885.85

Increase / (decrease) in payables

(1,457,046.79)

(1,881,001.93)

Increase / (decrease) in provisions

(5,051,021.14)

(3,290,641.21)

Other (specify)

Other difference in 17 Note - Disc. Operations
Changes in working capital
Net cash generated from / (used in) operating activities

0.00

(82,842.36)

(7,570,114.73)

(4,138,599.65)

2,685,396.41

7,624,056.15

(766,940.14)

(687,926.02)

Cash flows from operating activities
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash from operating activities

(2,058,425.60)

(934,723.48)

(139,969.33)

6,001,406.65

(737,961.62)

(781,916.19)

(1,383,225.91)

(1,634,484.98)

0.00

(2,996.84)

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of intangible assets
Purchase of available-for-sale financial assets
Interest received

(4,792.09)

40,383.04

Other increase in long-term receivables

1,215,031.56

(456,297.07)

Net cash used in investing activities

(910,948.06)

(2,835,312.04)

(1,207,811.79)

(498,442.37)

Cash flows from financing activities
Dividends paid to group shareholders
Proceeds from borrowings

2,071,928.78

(290,064.78)

Finance lease payments

(124,025.11)

(115,852.40)

740,091.88

(904,359.55)

Net (decrease) / increase in cash & cash equivalents

(310,825.51)

2,261,735.06

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the period

7,766,836.11

5,505,101.05

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the period

7,456,010.60

7,766,836.11

Net cash used in financing activities
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INTRASOFT International has been a major provider of
information technology (IT) services to European Institutions
and Member States since 1996, and has successfully expanded its
portfolio to include research, policy support and communication
services. This Annual Report summarises the results of another
successful and challenging year for the company.
In 2010, over 700 staff based in the company’s 4 main sites of
Belgium, Greece, Luxembourg and Romania provided products
and services to an impressive list of clients, including several
Directorates-General and Agencies of the European Commission.
In this year, INTRASOFT recorded 8.5% growth in revenue and
9.8% growth in profit. The company secured new and important
contracts, and renewed contracts on existing projects. Furthermore,
INTRASOFT International’s strong commitment tomaintaining
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business excellence across the board is reflected in its numerous
certifications. The company has been certified for a broad range
of activities across all its geographic establishments according to
ISO 9001:2008 for Quality Management, ISO 20000:2005 for IT
Service Management, ISO 27001:2005 for Information Security
Management, ISO 14001:2004 for Environmental Management
and EN15038:2006 for Translation Service.
In addition, INTRASOFT International has also been appraised
against Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) Level 2
for Software Development. Moreover, the company belongs to a
select group due to its Certified Function Point Counting (FP)
team, with an aim to bolster management decision and enhance
software measurements. A full copy of the auditor’s report, an
extract of which is included in this publication, is available online
(www.intrasoft-intl.com).
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